Royal Adelaide Show Results 2003

Class 123 - Cow or Heifer, 10 months and under 16 months:
1. C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Antoniet",

Class 124 - Cow or Heifer, 16 months and under 20 months
1. C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Florence",
2. R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Princess Orina",
3. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Bonney's Flat Gyps",

JUNIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE COW OR HEIFER
C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Florence"

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE COW OR HEIFER
R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Princess Orina"

Class 125 - Cow, 20 months and under 30 months:
1. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Karlee Park Waunit",

Class 126 - Cow, 30 months and over:
2. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Eungella Tiar",

SENIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE COW
Senger-Whitehead L & Whitehead R  "Colombo Park Violetta"

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE COW
Karlee Park Lowlines    "Eungella Tiara"

GRAND CHAMPION LOWLINE FEMALE
Senger-Whitehead L & Whitehead R  "Colombo Park Violetta"

Class 127 - Bull, 10 months and under 16 months:
1. R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Prince Fernandu",
2. R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Prince Steven",
3. C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro D'Arienz",

JUNIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE BULL
R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Prince Fernandu"

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE BULL
R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Prince Steven"

Class 129 - Bull, 20 months and under 30 months:
1. C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Da Vinci",
2. R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Little Stuna",
3. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Elandra Park Magic Mat",

Class 130 - Bull, 30 months and over:
1. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Karlee Park Winston",
2. Karlee Park Lowlines   "Karlee Park Upsho",

SENIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE BULL
C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Da Vinci"

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION LOWLINE BULL
R & G Dekoning    "Argio Park Little Stuna"

GRAND CHAMPION LOWLINE BULL
C Carraturo     "Monte Allegro Da Vinci"

Class 132 - Breeders’ Group:
1. C Carraturo, 2. Karlee Park Lowlines,